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About This Game

Take control of five cute, mystical creatures of miniature proportions called CreaVures. CreaVures always travel in pairs, and
they must use their special abilities to help each other solve interesting platforming puzzles. Set in a world with beautiful

phosphorescent colors, these tiny creatures journey to save their homeland and restore light to their dying forest.

Key Features:

Guide 5 CreaVures, two at a time, through beautiful and magical habitats & discover their unique abilities

Jump, glide, swing, roll, and bounce through 18 levels of interactive, physics-based puzzle platforming as well as epic
boss battles

Use CreaVures together to complete puzzles in different ways

Immerse yourself in the enchanting world of CreaVures

Atmospheric music

Lovable characters in whimsical cutscenes

Creavures now speak 6 different languages! English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, and Dutch
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Title: CreaVures
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Muse Games
Publisher:
Muse Games
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2011

 a09c17d780 

English,Dutch,French,German,Italian
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Pros:
The storyline is nice.
Different modes during the game ex. travel mode is like a board game.
Characters can learn different skills

Cons:
The gameplay is a bit weak.
Clipping and camera angles make take away from your ability to fully immurse yourself in the game. It makes the game
unplayable at times.
These are from personal preference:
Your party maxes out at 4 members in fight mode.
Your characters have a level cap of 10.
Only 1 equipment slot.
Character progression skills are extremely limited.. This game started out strong but went downhill fast. I really wanted to like it
but currently it has too many flaws for me to enjoy it. I'll list the pros and cons as it's easier.

Pros :
- Nice layout
- Interesting backgrounds with lots of detail (though it bothered me that it differs in artstyle compared to the character sprite)
- I had a few good laughs at the beginning because some scene's were genuinely funny

Cons :
- The MC. In most games it's a negative when the mc you play as is bland and has no personality. This one has too much
personality. To the point where I disliked playing as them. They are way too stubborn, takes way too long to warm up to the beta
boyfriend and overall just not a nice person. Neither did I care for their personal problems which took up a large portion of the
story. If only we were able to change the mc's personality too.
- What's up with all the millennial jokes? I didn't get them
- The voice-acting was bad and the thing being said is never the same as the written text.
- I've played the game about 10 times now (skipping through everything after my first attempt) and got stuck with the base
boyfriend ending every single time. Which is really frustrating! Since I don't know what determines the boyfriend to change I'm
stuck until a guide for this comes out so I can't even finish the game fully.

I had high hopes for this game but it let me down. It's basically a bad game version of a manga called 'Absolute boyfriend'. I'll
update my review once guides are available and I've seen more of the game.. Very good, indy game that feels like a 3d take on
old classics. I has very simple game mechanics but has a unique feel to it. Needless to say, I highly recommend it, especially
considering it will only get better with time since it's early access.

As a side note, as I was playing it my kids came over and insisted on playing, and now it's one of their favorite games. It's
probably a little violent for them but since there isn't any blood I don't think there's much harm in it.. Nice job, however I would
have liked paints for any ship that you own.. if you like mario 64 then you'll probably like this. Be sure to give Rorona
headpats.. It's not much, but it's a fun little game for what it is. Will keep you busy for 2 hours if you're into it.

Warning: Lots of button mashing and infuriating hit-stun.. I would like to say this was a shocker at first for many resons

1. this was not easy to start to play game there was two probems with getting it to run on a new system and once running then
mouse pointer was hidden then the config screen was messed so could not fix it.
so yes there are issues and if you don't know how to fix and find them steam commuity forums then don't buy it.

2. once the game was running another shocker the tutorial was not annoying.( now days with way people program then its ment
for a 8 year old kids for most video games not this game read tutorial or skip it and your given a high end mage with all the
spells sink or swim.

3. once you die you lose evey thing till you find the chest for the life insurance gobin. after many deaths ....... even more deaths
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starting out with undes only I built a mage it was fun.

4. There are not many games I go I have to play it though I have them diablo 3 same gene type of game. this one though is way
better then that in that I feel like I'm playing a version morrwind with freedom to mess up it royaly where can run in to
something a low level can not deal with and good luck trying to run a way or load up next area and be ambushed with none of
your spells on fun fun know your hot keys !

5. like morrwind you can make the charater in to any thing any hybrid mage tank , dps mage what ever you dream up with spells
in the game you can make it truly your own. mine is summoner tank I have these undead and nature beast jump in to the battle
with me i then stun enemys with frost wave and slowly beat there heads in with sword and sheald.

to rap it up if you can get it to work dont mind a little dated grafics and you dont have a life becouse this will suck it up you just
forget the time and keep playing this.
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Refunded it, only because theres currently no way to disable the annoying special effects and things that just hurts your eyes
when your trying to focus.
Also its like 80% anime music, and im not into that at all, all i want is EDM/dubstep or hell even piano songs are fine, but there
are so few.

Sure there might be a bunch of those song types in the DLC pack, but thats more than 20€.

Id rather play stepmania for free than pay 20€+ for a steam game.
christ. Really fun campaign, really well priced DLC.

Well done with the game developers!. this is some serious stuff 1.5k coins torero cabin and its likely the most expensive cabin
as of today a 5 volley rocket launcher 2 cool corno thingys that spew out flames a new paint cool stickers and a new profile
picture and custom vehicle its amasing also it gives u some cool parts aswell i highly reccomend. Save your money.. short time is
great for play this game.. I found this game to be overall very enjoyable in short 30~40 minute bursts. The character design is
excellent and the music is great and the storyline and dialog is very well written. It\u2019s not the sort of game you spend 4
hours a day playing, it leans more to the casual \u201cwaiting between college classes\u201d side of gaming. Highly
recommended for anyone who is a fan of youkai (\u5996\u602a).. Easy for those who have perfect pitch, but still very fun,
since you can learn all the names of scales and chords, and play with tons of different instruments. For the \u201cpitch
guessing\u201d mode I suggest an option with multiple notes played at the same time, with the option to choose between
different instruments for each note. The \u201cscale guessing\u201d mode is fine and the \u201ckey guessing\u201d is very
fun, but the last chord\/note that is played twice at the end of each algorithm generated song makes the task really easy since it
turns it on a simple \u201ckey guessing\u201d mode. It should be removed. Overall the game is very fun and has a lot a value
for those who want to test the ears while learning the names of chords, scales and even get inspired with some randomly
generated theme you can hear (and maybe have a cool idea for a song?). We need more games like this on Steam (games that
test perception). I recommend this one, for musicians or ordinary people who just want to learn more about how music is built.

Ps: I didn\u2019t know there was a \u201cBlues Scale\u201d, but when I first listened to it, I immediately thought: \u201cThis
is blues!\u201d \u2013 a few seconds later, there was the option to select. Really cool :). an amazing game with out stunning
animations and game control this game is so amazing that the aliens can walk on each other HOW COOL IS THAT!! the idea of
the game is to pick up these boxes and bring them to home but most of the time you will be falling off i would highly encourage
anyone out there to pick up this game you wont regret it!. Find another flightsim. Ancient, arcade-y, a giant pixel-fest, and
probably not worth it at $5 let alone $25. At least, unlike F-22, this doesn't just crash when you enter the settings page. Perhaps
because this doesn't support 3D accel at all.... I'm not that much of a gamer but more interested in VR and what the technology
has to offer. At a reasonable price Constellation Distantia seemed like the right title to try out what feels like to be a space pilot.

It's clearly a PC game, because the menus and texts are a bit hard to read at times, but most importantly the flying is a lot of fun
(it's actually 1st person in VR), and it looks really nice. The graphics are flat, clean and clear.

The game also features a background story with some quite likeable characters and decently written dialogue. The game takes
you from mission to mission, but it's easy to just forget it and explore the universe the devs have created. A definite thumbs up
for me.
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